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Foteword

13i0entennial ,Horizans Goal
On Decem er 23:1 )-,e,ident Fcr,1 sigma the "Metric Cnnv.ei-saon Th:-.

question so longer is- whe: bii_ itlen mut how . .

In 1973 th.e State 80.,41 pasm, a resoluta= stating that all
mathematics and science mxttiooK, au-Neter after .roue. 1976, snoutt cont in the Sr
(metric .sysiem)' as the dominate stem 0v swam, Isei-J: that time. Department of
Education staff have been wortung tvw,aoi linplwhentation of meric education in
Michigan schools beginning win- the "r ,;" 30001 year. As a 5r.s.t step in the
implementation procedure, the Deris:Itroen: f Education distrimarted minima
perforthance objectives for mete on M, -litgAr school deuric.

The follOwing 'document, prevar.-.. .and asiiiibutr, As the -Bicentenmial Horizon:
Project for the 17-partiner..-. rz,dtiepoon_ is intendef+ -.0 provide ans.wers to the

''how-to-teach-metrie questior,. W aiti,4na1 Bicentennial Horizons ,Lioal is .te

improve the quality or AMeri,,an i§t- m tie f_ sited States' thiN cehtsttry, and t.
program of quality metric_ r Michigan ,.Notils will help tna,
icial for Michigan citizens.

I would _like to thank the merr-°r r-J1 the Mel, .c Re---e-nt Group. for
their'efforts in preparing thils' clocr ---t-r! I. . educators in Ivisci-,4an will find
the ,guidelines suggestions,, anti -7. Jur,-..t- ,.:.,11( lereir ielpful it ri.oking.,-"Think
Metric in Michigan," a reality

rit 141 ?orter
r.,%iilident of Put.,0,..--instruL:zions

4
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1

A Model tr Delvilloning Understanding
and Skills ri Measurement

The lnernationa sterr. .-easuretne.
of measures in Americ. is impor.ant that
in Michigan schools. T is no Ice an as
questions are "How c 7 n:

- The individual cia.,..loort-
selection of lessons-, the sequencim_ Arlo ..,cant
allowance and a host o ether facto:-
These guidelines do nut _ntr.city a c:1-tet.-:
is Suggested for develonr' Dractic..
and objectives will be cip, zieredfe

The otter student ae aclu.
. metric education introdt.,:e!..... i new

units. For the younger it.:: -ter me
may be taught immediate Whey
measures will be related :he It

. Preparing learners eal
measurement is taught. Ne the
is such that the teaching r 7te

the aim of all programs. Ir
first recognized that. the cc ern i
which sets of standard uniE.- ire ac
one system to another are -7,77.1t stre
to measure and quantify rra=.1; pro
should be able to share data
world.

Older learners, cla
relate to the newmeas1..-es. Onl:
factors to translate olt rne.:sures

AOmE

'LENGTH:,
A millimeter is about
A centimeter is obeli,

clip..
A meter is a liftie Ion= j.
A kilometer is about s: of mile.

--e

gradtrally replacing.the c.. itomary and familiar collection
7 the implementation : programs ,-..lme:71c.education

.,n n about' whether we should or should-not metric, the
*he- .4)ould we starer'

decision-maker foE curriculum. .Decisions or w7ng the
to .ndividuallearners, :he materials avaLazNe the time

r...idered by the teacher as daily instruction .s Lanne,
..zries for all teacher, everywhere. Intead. _ fr mewor
activities for learning tc --:easure using SI lni. Go.,

':Decitic activities win ne described for .2ac grao

to measure man quantities.. For tnese itar-
_an -ne conversion of old es: ..mation habits to t.ne-.

meat I
yot.mt

J. net*

r 1 I n
Sten

. teac--..
;',Lt- -)L

-Tht
rt-es -ttn-

ittiwiner

the SI units and objet .s of appropriate dlintr,,
earner encounters residua customary measur e:.
ize, .

metric world will require some changes in t'-:c

:e learning will be clitficult, and the nature of metr .:s
nan 'with'the customary unit s. THINKING ME- IC is

g..irner to think about measures in metric units, it .list be
neasurement. From this point of vieivtit does no :natter

.es ma:ter very rnucti, that complicated converF.,,nric from
a consistent sequential program ,which teaches saldrep

in her environment.- Further, afteTqnstruCtion ,,;e child
111 to receive communications from others throughout the

ion : do need some "rule of thumb" conversion, 3.15egin to
-evti specialists will be required to use precise conversion

nev. c-^e% The following table gives a few such valthes.

RULE OF THUMB" CONVERSIONS
FOR ADULTS ONLY

.nes 1 a dime
of ..ommon paper

tor

AREA:
A hectare is, about the vo, iootball

(Two and-a half air

MASS (WEIGHT):
Five grams is about the -tigr _ nickel.
A kilogram is a little mo that - pounds.

116

LIQUID VOLUME:
Five milliliters is about one teaspoort liter is alittlellarger than a quart.

AMPERAT.ORE:
To find degrees F enheit, double `1" add 30.
20:C'is comfort e in the- house.
37 °C is body temperature.
100 °C is boiling point for water.
0 °C is freezing point for water.

.

a



A continuing goal in measurement is the ability to -:- -late. With the movetttent to metrics. :. n ec

tAlpractice in estimation as a part of the mathemati, r.--ogram is intensified. L -tit metric 'measure rt
--wittier a. part of everyday life, students will not ha 7.1e reinforcement outside the classroo t- i

inet--f.ssary for skills .in estimating. -

This extra sensitivit\ to estimation of meld, r-easures'builds awareries of the measures. For
ex,umple: suppose you, wanted to learn tc measure ature in degrees Ceisi,..s. You could carry a

impOrneter and measure he :diffe-ent :einperatur: 'encountered or )u could use a conversion
ruiniula. A more effective idea migh' tt: begin estin... as soon as possibi Ash yourself, as you move

through the door, -What's.the temp 4ture in this roc-7-.. Jutdoors:."What.- 1.ae temperature raght now?"
,he-refirgerator? In the freeze- 4Nut in the hall Then, each time, after you have estimated the

takeperature in- degrees Celsius,' cn cic the thermorr.:'r- see how close '11 came. About a week of
practice and verification should giN "feel" for us readings anc an ability to use its scale in
estunating temperature.

In 1973 the Michiga: :inept of Educatior 211-0 ,-,17,A the Minim.. Performance Objectives .T

Watherti tics Education it 'h. The "Measure-^ t '.9=d in this publication has been revised for
metric-Au its and is available ' -,fer-ic Appendix.
Subseq nt publication ontives
.scorporate this inateria ¢ -c measurement
objectives are presente- 1 groups .in, the
-metric appendiZ: Geom-t oieear. squire and,
,:ubic units) and Non-+4 tome...tar temperature,
mass and liquid). Mee ;em'clbjectiyes for > W fOS ?
angles and money were 4,,ot r- vgitten sitfce there

ill be no change Le. quir by irnAhift to mettle.

The Michigan obi.
and revised by groups
other educators, but th

*ork of the Michigar '
,otathematics (MCTM

s.ate -wide group, prime
and elementary teacher
L..mo has prepared a

--ieen reviewed
,.:err. teachers and

)rip.. stern &omitthe
unc: If Teachers of
his yzanization is. a
=rm. ap of secondary
mathematics. MCTM
_sefui document for

-.2ntementary teachers e=---e.c. ler-lc Measurement
rtivity Cards, Mono,z-opn #4 The _materials 'in ni, monograph can be readily reproduced for

instructional use. 'A similar Monograph.#11, Activities Jor Teaching MiKasuremen't is available for the

upper grides. ,

The. nation-wide association of( mathematics educators is the National Council of .Teache *of
Mathematics (NCTM). Their. journals, The Arithmetk TeaAer and; The Mathematics Teapher, aft
published by NCTM and both haye been influential in planning for metric education. For example, a set of

competency goals or objectives for metric education recently appeared in one of the.journals".*

There are some differences b tween these two sets of gtbaTsOr objectives. However, the .work of
NCTM and MCTM generally is con istent. Most of the difter.ences areminor and involve only slight shifts

ro

of content between grade levels. 00 II, thd NCTM goals are less detailed than the MCTM objeCtives

since they are restricted to metric rnea re, whereas the Michigan goals deal with mess
Teachers probably will. want to read bot .sets of goals or objectives and adjust specific
situations. /s.

rement itl general. "
jdeas to their.own

Why isthe United States chAging to the Metric System? Like most big, expensive adjustments that a "i

country makes., this -change is long overdue and the result of many forces. One significant factor is
economic. The United-States is. the last of the indutriafized:nations to adopt the SI units. Thus tfitstse to

whom it sells and those from whom it buys all cab deal with each other.More easily than they can with us.

* NCTM Metric Implementation Committee, "Metric Competency Goals", The Arithmetic Teacher, JanUary. 1976.



.0'
Another factor is international corniniiinckion. 0
and scientific and engineering standards are nee
)7 ....-other pressures at work to move the United-States
there are.sOme %?iiry good things about the metric system for teachersand'children.

d'

I/
i , 1

a handtol of smaller nations remain" on. other systemg .
an international base. There are, of course. many

become one of the netrjc countries, __md fortunately

'4-4 -- .3

The syst
`has been desi

. measure, area, Volume,acapacity, mass an( force
are all integrated. The metric syst does not
employ the'tsortment Of multip 'les invo ed in the
custAary ti its. Na longer will,peopl ave.'to
remember, to many multiples to relate inches,
feet, yards, ods, miles, -acres; A-skoirdupois

-'ounces, Troy ounsesepounds, short and longtons;
wit to mention .liquid 'pints, quarts. and gallons
compared with I dry pints, qbarts. peclZs and
bushels! -

,
* .

1 '

nOlas a sensible structure. -6he metric measures maker up alogically concei zx1 s' ;tem that
for computational simplicity. Measures re related throuVa factor of ter. Linear

Metric measures will Ile easier to learn and to
' each. Elementary students learn to count money
' and /compare prices as an___application of the

ctecirnal system-rim they have had to treat other
measurernents as a separate topic. With ale metric
systern,in use, problems about place value. money
or metrics ea ill reinforce skills in the

,, 1,-; 44

:ge)3ig Nom-ber in Met? 14

1
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Metric.
One of the important consideration

nee Tor a consistent use of tams and sy
practices in.the application of metric units
that(they plaii to use.. Materials have beer-
system has eVolved over the'last 180 years
International Commission. The moderni--..-_
the basis of current practice.

There are seven basic SI units.

II. _

MsurementwUni6
n ::n: rational effort to exiend the of the metric system is t e

:I llitir 1 communication: Educators must-be aware of accepted
rnet t-7. alert to possible inaccuracies in the instructional materials

:ed and are on the market which contain errors.:The metric
.17.. _clads of the system are discussed at regular sessions of the

;tem adopted in 1960 as the Systeme Interns/I/lona] or SI is

.
1. SEVEN FUNDAMENTAL UNITS

To Measure: Xlame of Unit , SI Symbol

ten" Ntrneter m
Mass .. kilogram kg
lime' . second y s

.

*Thermodynamic Temperature kelvin K
Electric current ampere c A
Luminous Intensity candela cd.

' , Amount cikasubstanc- lirnole . mol

For everyday usage, plan to use.degipes Cels:us CC) which was previopsly referred t as "degrees Centigrade".
ek

,.

6
Other un are derived fr m these seven and not even all the seven basic units will be used in

everYdayliyin Everyday'usage will include a unit of length (meter), a unit of mass (kilogram), a unit of
1i9uid capacit (liter), a unit of to peratute (degree Celsius), and,a ...mit. of time (rcond). Sev'ral of these
units do not .a ear in the list of t- ur ...y are derived from the basic SI. units. Ole liter measure is
defined in to of the meter an Pius scale is derived from the Kelvin scale. ,

Another. i orNt aspect of is the establishment of agreed upon re es and symbols. Each 1
lc -

measu meet has one unit associated with it and larger and smaller quantitieg- ar easured in a power of
;ten t es that unit. , -4.

it ,It.. 1 ' e.g. Itovould not be"appr late to meaSurie the distance from Matquette.to Detroit in
.

meters. Therefore, it is measured in. thousands of-ineters or kilometers.
rd 74,

Neither would it be appropriate tOmeastnie the length of person's nose in meters.'
It would, however, be appropriate to measure the length of h nose in hundredths of a
meter or in centimeters. \- .

L 4. Two prefixes, kilo (1. 000 times) and centi (0.01 tim s) have be n used. -
-

y

9

p

ti
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More prefixes have been defined than will ),e insgeneral use. Children shou
those Prefixes which will not be in general Usage: A partial list of prefixes is g
most frequently in italics.

, SI UNIT PREFIXES,
OP

A.

_

not be requited to earn
en below with tho used 1-1

Prefix Symbol Factor.3
. . ilk ,

M 1 000 -000. .
k 1 00- \
h N... ' 41 04

da %)-.. 10' .,

mega-
kilo-

deka-
meter

R

liter
gram

dtci-
centit-

-micrr

The prefixes that.will
kilo- kilowatts
centi- centipede
milli millipede

.01
0.001
0.000.-001

ha''Ve major, use have

Meaning,

one milliob -times a
one thousand times a
ori hundred times 1

ten times .a 4

(base unitY

tenth of a
ne hundredth of a

one thousandth of
one mpionth of a

beeri familiar in ,words rch as /hese:,

)-

D. A

More complete descriptions of SI ferminology'areAvailable: The American National' Metric Council,
the-American National Standards Institute and our National Bureau-of S ridards_have provided technical
publications that contain more complete listings of terminology and d scribes li'eir proper use.

v

Yfile folloWing three publicatioin currently are available;
...

ISO Recommendatiqp R1000, Rules for the use of Units of Ile International Syitem'
of Units 21 pp. , '

American National Standards Institute ,
. 7

1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 ,

..

Y ,

ANMC Metric Editorial Guide I nterim 'Guide to Accepted .Metriactice, llpp. *
American National Metric ,Council
1625 M4ssachusetts Av. N.W. Washington; 20036D.C.

1

V -

NBS Guidelines for Use of the Metric System, Nov., 1974 j-
Metric,'InfOrmatiOn Office, Nationaf Bureau of Standards"
Washington,,D.C. 20234.. _

. ,
, .

""

a-
ti

a
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SI Dors -.and Don't

1: Us, a space to group digits an either side f the lima!' point.

XAMPL: 2 600000.0 NOT 2,600, 00.0
3,141 592 NOW 1.141592-

i

,

2. Follow. unit sy.mda with a peridd only if it ends a sen'tencei
V

EXAMPLE: 500Q__,n long: 500 rn: long.

3. The same symbol is usedlor singularibr plural.

EXAMPLE: S.kg or 500, krri - NOT 3 kgs, 500-km's

4

2.*.? 4. Values less' than 1 e in decimill form, not fra5tiona1, use, a' ztro before the decimal point.

EX-?AMPLE: 0.25 ml* NOT ml

5. Use A space between the numerals and symbol.
.. ._

,

EXAMPLE: 20 riN 3 °C NOT 20mm, 3° C

1,...ttbo not hse a prefix as a -Word.

-

t

e

( EXAMPLE: A kiloirarn of flour. NOT A kilo of-flour,
- t

7. Exponents 2 and -3 are used with symbols to lAdicafe square- or cubic measures.

EXAMPLE: j- Square meters: 5 the NOT
2 cubic ctmtimete:rS:' 2 cm' N.QF

.k

8. Avoid mixing units.

EXAMPLE-: 1.34 ip
100 cin by 1'0 cm

"
- f

a

9. Utrrnames are treated as common nouns.

NOT
*JOT

.EXAMPLEi-kejvin,-ohm,'newto.n.,

5 sq. m,
2 cc

(Exception:

N

I m 34 cm
m by 20 cm

J.

k.
,

cdsius is capital' ed), +-
. -. . .

I .t

10. Symbols detived fromom proper names are wrOen,With the firsr letter in upper-case.
EXAMPLE:. kelvin: K ., :

newtdn: N ..
, ' CV i 4 +degrees Cdsiu.s: °C '

I'I. Usp 'a product dot to indicate compound units formed by multiplication.
, . v

#1'
.

EXAMPLE: 4 mfyrit9of force'is measured by isirvt?..n...iier: N m. NOT islm

ff ^

12. Units'derivedt tip division are indicated by isl4sh, or by a product dot and anegaiive exponent.
i

EXAMPLE: m/s or' "rn - s-'
.,.. ' &

* The December 10, 1976 Federal Register. Vol. 41. No. 239 contains a recommgndatiori that ",1."' 12s usec. as the symbol for liter.
.A. 4.. , .

1

. 6
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.41
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D4taces adfr/eof taws dee measured in kome
k%(..

1?4,,

ilorneier . =I 600 m
t')meter . . oo e

cenfinieto
.Ptifi meter .

'io mrn
rnm

.21rtim

6/e" els are ,

/Measured, a? maimeieps-mm, in centimeters-em
-sgts ate measieed



ear ei 6,9 the /n
'

6..001 ha =1 ma 10 000 ity?=-11#10

o 000 ce= mA c\ 0.000 iliz:cit?%

1 ma= square meter

1 lic4(e,c,-Lare)j,,s.'a (Ale 5111011ex than a footbca f 'acts*

la/7d measuredi;t A eoilive3
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0.0 doe ap , WO. NO " MI6

loads of grain,' .are /flea tired
meitic -4ns

metric ton (t)
kilogram (1<g)

gram (g

i000, Kg

gz-I000s

a person's we,ight is measured

in kilograms
1p

U leffe,r 15 wtighed
in grams

-16



_measure inie
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e,ubic me-For
Cubic eentimfizte,r
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Child Devekvir,e.
Meas'uremeriti$ a leained process, This teme:si has 'definite implications for your instructional

program in metric measurement. The fact that mea ring :s a proCess says that measuring is dynamic, not
static; that a child does not learn to.measure by looin-L at a picture Of a paper'clip lying beside -a ruler.
Rather, the child learnS to measure' when heishellatililes ihe ruler and the paper clip and learns to place one

',tend of the clip at zero. notes the'thaEle on.the measuring, stick closest to the point where the °the!' end lies,
and learns 'what value to attach to that mark.. This process is one of the necessary learning ex iences and

processes are internalizecytity doing.
.

.

.

An individual develops.phySically along a contin urn from random mOvenientsto highly Coordinated
object manipulation. A eliild firstiearns to control ov IT body movements. Once the body movements are

3 - .coordinated, the child learns to coordinate object.. ontrol with body movement. Alontwith..physical
development there is evidence to ShoW that an indiv. uaLdevelops along an intellectual continuum that has
thinking in simple, concrete terms,,at. one end and complex, reasoning in abst ct terms at the other."The
child, first learns intellectually to Manipulate_objects. gnce able toprocess inforjnation about objects, the
learner may-process Information,, presented pictorially and then syMbolicallY. Theintellectual.processes
used to process information ako extends'in a range from knowing to judging: :

fr ° I ..

AnoindiVidual also develops emotionally along a continuum. The emotional continuum includes being'
aware of one's own feelings at one end and; developing a consistent value system, at the tither. A soci211,
development continuum parallels the emotional one. The
.child. moves. along the social and emotional continua from
an awareness of the: feelings of others to consistent and '',
effective functioning as a grouP member. -

' - What implications do these developmehial sequenCes
have for instructional Planning? In general, the-instruc-
tional sequence for metric measurement- must. be in
harmony with the student's develOpmental needs. Her/his
intellectual needs describe, a curriculum tgatabegins with
perceptual. observations and the manipulation- of , real
objec.ts,o-proceeds with estimationsiandcounting activities,
again, with real materials, and finally dea}s with numerical.

and other symbolic representations and, the use of
measurinif instruments. The activities which are sele ed to

t, implement this curriculum sequence should refl t the
social and' emotional development of the chil . Early
activities involving individual manipulation.and 'e ploration of properties should tie provided as well as
opportunities for children to share their findings with others. Forinal group projects involving cooperative
effort or a division of labor should be introduced later. .,, 1,

The developmental model provides guideiinekfor the needed curriculum for measurement education.

. A- second kind of analySis originates within tht. content itself. what noes it mean "to ::easure" and what
kind of an 'instructional sequence does this ----ply?

.
.

,

In the simplest form, measurement is the ninparison of some characteristic of an abject to a referent:
,

"As tall as the house." "As long-as my a:-.-n. The develotnent of thi concept proceeds from concrete
perceptual comparisons to more abstract r _:mc.--icai$ representations.'' le beginning learner must first be
able to differentiate among the many characteri,.zics of an object and to rocas upon one in'particular,before
any comparison* can be made. In measurement. we are interested in ci-aracteristics such as length, area, i
volume, mass (weight), time, temperature. force, speed (velocity) ant angle. Other-characteristics with

which young children deal are shape, _color. brightness, texture and Nle pitch of sounds, but these are not
usually carried beyond perceptual comparisons until much late:

V. -.

and Learning to, Measure

C

-Development Coniinuum
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A content analysis oLme*asurement has been done 'by 9agne and is inedrporated into the
Science . . . 44 Process ARproach**oaterials. Behavioral objeffives were preparedOand sequenced with
learning' activities for this Orogram and metric measurement was one of the process skills seke6ted. A more
recent anitytical friethod developed by Edward Smith has alsQ produCed a detailed. sequence applicable to

. learning. metric measure. (See appendix C). Smith .views.measurement activities as examples bf the more
pervasive quantification concept in science and mathematics, that is`, the vignment of values to prol)erties
following particular [gales oiffrocedures. ..

Follpwing Smith,.one can describe tasks or actions which enable the learner to effectively carry out a
'measurement. These activities, in turn, can be arranged in a de'velopmental sequence for instruction (See

2Table 1) and research on the sequence and the les4ons themselves can be-done to ascertain the usefulness
of each les/bn adid the appropriateness of the order. The sequence further provides a guide for constructing

r objectives, evaluation items, and a variety of instructional activities. - '. .
-r,c. ., .

The sequence given in'Table 1 is applicable to any additive measure including length, area, volume,
and niass (weight). Temperature requirespa modified sequence. since this property'does not simply sum
when materials are conitiried. ..4 . ) e

- Ns.14

Few Measurements can be carried thro4h the entire sequence in any one grade level The
-S.development of the%conc&pts undkrlyipg the.' tasks may .tace lionger, than a school year. The teaching of

( 'measure is further complicated when one remembers that each OM is at a unique place in her/his phisical,
sociarand emotional developinent. There iS however, a gradual change from very concrete,cornparisons to
more abstract representations as. we deal with Older learners. It is. not that real' objects.' and measurevari
ever be eliminated, but for the more mature learner, her/his previous experiences alloV-ftess, time t .be giVen

...to the early, activities. '

* See also Osborne. Alan R. "Metrication. Measure and Mathematics" in A Metric Handbook For Teachers. National Council'of
Teachers of Mathematics. 1974. r

*P Science . . . A Process Approach. Xerox

TABLE I
A LEARNING SEQUENCE FOR MEASUREMENT

A. Perceptual 'Observation's:

Using estimation and direct comparisons of physical properties (length, area, volume, liquid.measure, -mass
(weight)., force, time, angle)..

I. Determine whether two measures are the same or different.
2. Select two objects with the same or different measure from a set)'
3: Identify which of two objects has the greater measure.
4. Select the object with the greatest.measuce from a set.

.5. Order a set of objects according to a given measure:
6. Describe an object in terms of another on a given measure.
7.. Match a set of objects to a larger measure.

B. Numerical Measurements With Unit Objects:

Using estimation and by counting the number of smaller objec equivalent to a larger one.

8. Compare body units (heat!. thumb width, foot) to aigiven.measur
9. Compare _sets of non-standard units to a-, given measure.

10. Compare sets of arbitrary units to a given. measure.
I I. Compare combined .sets of arbitrary units to a given measure.
12.. Compare sets of standard units to a given measure.
13. Select an appropriate unit for a given measuring ptblem.

G. Numerical Measurements With Instrunients:

Using estimation and appropriate instruments.

14. Calibrate an 'instrument to represent a set of objects..
15. Calibrate an instrument using standard units.'
16. Use an instrument to determine, a measurement.
17. Select. an appropriate instrument for a given measurement problem.
18. Give an operational definition for measuring an object.

13 0
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,...perceptual 'Observations U
4

. It 4
The Purpose of these first direct comparisons is to provi4e an ex riential basis for a m eaningful

introduction to numerical valies la'ter. the tasks include working with s is of objects *s well as simple

Comparison of ohellobject to .a referent. TheselectiOn of an extreme value from a 'sef (Task 4) is one means

or strategy for le in to a ge objects in a series. There are other serration procedures, .but the scheme

of first finding the 1 kst (orAsmatest), and after setting it aside, again seltcting the largest in the set is an

easily learned st egY . -- ,,..... t
\ I (

Verbal desc 'potion is -included by introducing comp aritive .terns (Task 3) and by asking for ah
oPerationaldefit0 n. Operational definitions define words in terms of someth, that must be dO-ne rather

.
k

than merely in. terms of other words Inclusion of such an activity at this point facilitates a commonly
, ( .. .

understood nieatlingiof."Ineaswe' , helps 'the learner reatiie theeed for standardization and reinfortesthe
Procedures for me curing preitiously learned(,*

40
', (..-

a
o
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4e enclosed areas
c&e The sclrrie

Numerical Measurement

dr,

I 1`

Estimation can begin with direct comparisons, though until the child is capable of conserving length as
well as other measures, the actual placement of objects next to each'other is necessary to determine which
has more or if they are the same. As soon as the matching ()fa group of smaller objectsio a larger one can
be performed, counting and estimating the count should begin. Estimation is important in`learning to
Measure, as noted earlier, since it iylps the learner to relate perceptual and numerical measures and tp-gain
a "feel'` for the size of the value assigned to an object on some measure. Estimation ractice also helps the
learner avoid big errors not only in measurement, but in subsequent calculation lems.

Body units, notFSiandard units, arbitrary units and finally standard metric units are used to measure
objects. The interrelationships among metric units can be illdstrated as a comparison, of a set of standard

units to a larger Unit. For example, ten centicubes are as long as a one decimeter rod. An-opportunity to use
combined sets Of objects of different sizes to equal a longer objeCt.iS also important in 'learning more abobt
numbers arid-sums and cuesitiaire reds are useful for this activity. The last task in this group is a practical
skill that represents the arbitrary decision abOut which unit fits a given situation. Any volume, for example,
could be Measured in cubic metershowever it is more practical at times to use cubic centimeters or liters

or some other units. t

14
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Numerical Measurements With Instruments
_

The final sechon of sequence leads the learner through actiyities which culminate in the use of an
instrument such as a rule- length, a graduated container for liquid, a thermometer for temperature or a'

scale for weight: The first activities in this section.
may be unfamiliar in Ode' they emphal, he
calibration or cre4ibn of -a instrument
sample of real measurements. This appr
designed to give experiential support to the
as he/she later aPplies. an actual' instru
measuring activities. Though instrume

.made for.arbitrary units, it may only be de
to use standard units to -maximize tr
ordinary -instruments.

Perhaps the most striking idea abut the use
of instrtimentsAis the. leN,Fr needs many
experience riot to using them. When the learfiir
can drake mparisodg, estimate equivalence in -

.sorde.standar unit,ifdiate an a6Stract number of
units tq a measure,'..-and translate this number to a mark on a scale, the, 'he/she an begin to apply
instruments to her/his ,measuring tasks.

,ourve Do's and Don'ts for Teaching

..,./
1. activitiesDo piovide for a v .. t.: range of activi in the classroom including: different measures any different

levels from concrete to abstrac...

". Don't introduce sm.1.... units traillimeters. milligrams) before the child can perceive or relate these units
to

.

others.
.t
13. Do provide inStruments calibrated in units -.he child can relate .to real --.'.3'tisernea s and that can be

.

manipulated physically 1),. the child.

4. Don't provide all practice measuring with pictures of objects and then expect the child to measure real
things successfully. Converseiy don't se only paper and pencil, measuring tasks and pictures when

1' testing.'

5. Do become genuinely familar with S yourse4, so you can'estimate measures and discuss them
conversationally. In other words, pra-ece HINKING METRIC.

6. Don't worry about coniterstio-s, if the 2arne- can really Measure he can adapt to different units without
much difficulty.

7. Do relate metric units, money and th-_- decimal .'stem in ocial studies, hisfory, language arts, art,
physical education, music aryl. other _reas. in mathematics and science, lessons.

1521
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., Fable II shmts'a rough, curriculum plarefor measurement arr/nged acoefiling to the different t neg of

measures sand bade levels; Perhaps the most important idea apparent in this table is that :he learning
sequence is essentially the same for all oy the different measures. Whether we areldealing with 4 first vj,

grader's introductioi tp Timefrr a thkckgrader's introduction to Force, the series of experiences remains,
/ the same. Even fir an adult learner:We nked, to begin with observations, moNe torknumberinET and finally/-:-'

learn to 'lie iristrNments.--, . )
. Teachers ofchildren in gradesiLL43 will be/dealing with the must complix situations in t...aching -.

rneasOrement..N.ot only 4.re they l'Itgiy to be invo'ved with sevgral types of measures.(length, area, " >lume,i . ./ , liquid measureytemper:alure, tithe and weight) they also will find chilli-en at different places c- .each'' measure. -flood objectives or perforinancAeriteria and individual reeorCls will be most helpful to the teacher t''

' \in planning activities. "the ,4n g e and variety. of labdratory materials.kvailable in"the classroom is also \itimportant.' Dutable, attractive, manipulatives covering: many mea rement activities stouk1., be easily
accessible fig the child til explore. Lessons which include measure Frit shout be frequently' included in

eas outside of science and mathematics. Art, history, social studies, language arts', .physical education,
..f outdoor broVamstand other suljects,ian provide useful applications of measureirrnt: pf,course, most .,

science lessor include ore base?' on measures Mid quantitative observations. The intimate relationstits
betw,een our graSp of real ItuniSers, 'Eational nuinbers; finite sets, mapping and other, concepts and
u

Our'
_...../

'nderstanding of imple measurement processes brings praAhematics into curriculum design. .
1 .. . ,

1.ClassrOm Activities by. C -ade Levels
Kindergarten

.

Comparisons without units are the earliest measuremer activities. Taller-shOrter, heavier-lighter,
holds more-holds less, are more specific than bigger-smaller. The s*lection of an extreme value should
follow next, tallest, shortest, holds most, etc. This type of comparison is impoqani to the instructional
strategy for acquiring the ability to seriate.- Rather than randomly selecting pairs to measure, the child can
select the longest, for exaipple;atte theri' repeat the same .search for the (next longest. This proced e or
strategy depends on--the child's development of conservation of ength for s.lecess.

Specific topics can include length, 'area, volume; mass (weight) and liquid measure compar >ns.

Blocks, dowels, cut-out shapes of various sizes'', containers and pourable materials, along with the space to
work or play with thematerials, are important.- Plain, rather than colored, objects make such comparisons
simpler. Objects of several sizes but the same color permi: single 'property comparisons:

First Grade

The use of reference objectS and verbal Statements about activities c negif?altmg with ether first
grade units. In fat, these ideas fit nicely with early work in -eading, >unting activities arc us. illy .

underway and the idea of nu?nerical measurement with unit or--2.:.ts is a7-ropriatq. Naming u-:it end

associations beween units presented in concrete f6rms are mearimgful. MaKing personal mei' _ are
important to the child.. Height; weight charts of these statistics of the outside temperature 17 legreeS
'Celsius are activities which students enjoy diScussing and doing.' Materia:s should be in tn.:. room
throughout the major part of the school year so that students recognize a liter; a meter, a kilogram, arid,
perhaps, a decirneter and centimeter as well.

Major attention in the first grade measurement curriculum is given to'activities which enable the
students to perform activities matching lengths and to have preparatory work for these activities with
volume and area. Sets of small objects along with thiTigs to measure need to be available. .(Paper clips,
toothpicks, tongue Aepressors,.rods.vetubes, dowels, cardboarc squares, paper tape, large containers and
pourable materials are among the. many useful materials for activities).

17



Second 'Grade 4

InstrumqtWor 1measuring.length,gusing numerical meastireAo
relationship ocour monetary system to metric units; and the use oft m
in second grade. '

4
Particular attenflon shouldF,'be given to the ability a

children to conserve weight and liquid volume 'since this
will affect their performance op thes$ activities. Sothe
children may just ready forrlhei;conservation of length
and they will need to Work wail satiation and counting

Claw

activities before (beginningork with rulers. (See first
grade).

Ir

7,

dJ .4' 7

051

r area, weight and liquid measure; the
re arbit6ary units1nay be introduced

C . . A

The amount ofi practice activities trifecledi to Work
with calibrated rulers will vary from learner to learner. It is

uletswith.decimeters ctrjor or with *cenimeters only are
ful-iftthe first rulers are not marked off in millimeters.

preferred. Tllese can be made in thesclassroom. At this 0 4 +i
.....,

early level educators should try to .bb consistent with__ . I -

measurements and reading to die narest whole unit: eCause tliea
metric system is based on ten we ' --

can spend less time on halves, quarters, eighths and sixteenths that were important-t,p the customary units. -'

1 .1r.The idea of &I.Ivaivalence among different sets,of units including arbitrary and standard u its
(

Id

again be emphasized. Since area measure will; probably be new to all the children;covering a give rea
i.vith different sets of objects may be a good activity here. For the more advanced learner the shift to grid
pAper and transparent grids for counting atea can begin. A related activity. in volurne measure is the
construcd tion of a solid figure from unit objects which .tches a given-solid. The abstraction of ,a picture a& \
the solid to be built/may also be tried.

,

41

One roiAt, r

one Biter-

one square
C toitimeti-c1112

ti

4.

4

. ,
Third Grade

The new variables which occupy this grade level are weight (mass) and temperature. A good deal of
"cod4olidation of previous work on,length, tithe and area will- also take placZlind since most children will
recognize the'conservation of matter, the equi'Valence of solids, liquid containers or areas of unlike shapes
can he studied. Students can determine how many small containers of liquid it -takes to fill a large one and
how many small ones can be fillechfrom a large one, .

- ,

Longer e experiments involving measurements can be carried out by.,thelearners to gain needed
practice with rulers, meter stic s: tape measures, centimeter grids. Mapping the playgcound, and making

- _ scale drawings of their room . e examples of activities involving many measurements.

Reading a thermometer a d measuring temperatures indoors, outdoors, in water filled with ice cubes,.
and at iiiteri,als,as the ice cubes melt; in the soil and at different places and heights in the classroom are
activities that can be recorded and discussed in relation to studies of environment,geography, health, and
Science. 1/

At'ttiis level students become 'flmiliar -with metric standards through using them and clan identify
models of the liter, the centimeter, decimeter, meter and recognize whether a mass will be described in \
grams or kilograms. By using, pan-balances-to compare objects with model gram-and kilogram masses, 1

students can begin to describe mass (weight) nurnerioy.

Time measure with water clocks. a candle, or a pendulum offer numerical measures of change and can
parallel telling time from ordinary, clocks.

Fourth Grade O

New measures that may be considered in fourth grade are those of force and-of angle: A4et ivities
related to mass. temperature and volume should be continued and advanced upon the basis of work in?

pievious grades.

18 ve4
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The use of lineff units should inplude those from the millimeter to the kilometer.. Activities with the
milligram should bfridded to 0..ose with the gram and kiI41;am; and the illiliter as well is the liter.

\ ApPlications of measurement i* the community, ip 'commerce, industrY, scienct and he arts should be
introdueed. Discussions.and reports abqut the development of the metric syktern and itVinternationariisage
are meaningful.,at this level: ' 4. vi

. \
Activities which lead to the measurement of force cid '6egin With a string; a rubber bang, asmall bag,}

and a few Marbles to put in the bag When it has been ti &L to the rubber band. Compare the lengths of the
bagti rubber band as you add mbrbles .to the bag dangling at he,end of the string. :Decide how these changing

lengths cot% be measur , and/ you have provided som backgound for investigating other forces:whether Ad

CePUslaes; pulls, or earth-p I measured by The change in springs or rubber bands. i s (
, . . .1' '\

i Angle meafuremen can involve the playground slide, a nearby hill, shadows of a stick or pole
outdoocs, mirieqs, placement of a ladder and similar familiar objects. . , , .. --'1%.

) . s

- ,

. To work with greater quantities will require studectts to ha'e experiences.
.-:in measuring outside the

f

measuring
4ilassroom. Estimating distaiices ill the 5 tb---iQ meter` range can be done outside as Well as foot races and .,_.
thooWing or punting contests with metric tape measurem9nts to 'deterrnine the winners. Longeldisfances r

such as-a kilometer, five or ten kilometers can involve bicycles, cars and busses. One ingenious school has
already put kilometer markers along its bus' routes.Dal highway signs are appearing on our highways?, c

These out-of-door activities clin be supplemented vvi aps, county maps of the immediate 4rea and state
% .. maps, and scale drawings of the playground aria.

/-

1

5-

Estimating and measuring volumes of packing boxes, wagons, rooms,.L.the insideof a station wagon
and the first snowfall of any depth can follow the construction of a cubic meter with twelve sticks each one
meter in lent&

Students of fourth grade will have had enough experiences in measuring objects of various sizes to
appreciate' the internal relationships among the units in the metric system. Because the system -parallels
their lessons in place value in our decimal, system of numerals these relationships are most, important.
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SOME BASIC RELATIONSHIPS.IN, METRIC UNITS
1..

Linear L.:
. dip

IQ mm = 1 cm I ..... -...
. . ), .

, e

10 Cth = ( rani: y
..

too mm = 1 dm , < ,4"`

. 10 dm =4 -Q. . 100 cm, = 1 in 1 000 mm ,--=,1' 1 MI

Volume
'1°060m =I/

1 600 m- =. 1 km

'mass*
1, 000 mg = g

1 g = -1. kg

Fifth Grade : -

-10 This is the 'ear of then, decimal ancttlie first intensive,use of cotr r,
Two differeoit-butrelatcd ideas are involved: a measure multiplied'

- ifm or difference of a set 4 measures. Expressing the resu
.

Examples: (1).A rope 40 in. long was used,to niark off the ed.

D.

tations with met is measurempats.
'divided by awtioleitumber, and the

in a meaningfultnit Is a 'third skill,

of avace in the yard to be used as
as (erfch edge?

.
expressed in grams? Kilog ? Metric tons?

Activities involving measurement in andput of the ciassroatt will lead to square and cubic measures
and the notations involving 'exponents. ThOughthe words are replaced' by the symbol's, the measures are
read in the same manner: cm? square centimeter(s); m2 t square m'eter(s); cm' - cubic 'centimeter(s). ,

fr
.Examplt: Collect enough measurements of.yourseff, use meter-wide wrapping paper and draw a

full - length portrait of yourself, complete it,in living'co r. When cut out and palced at the
artists' desks or along one wall, a class portrait resu ts. By using a transparent 'grid of
square centimeters, body area can be determined, olume can be estimated and

a garden.- If the space was square, hoW Ion
1 -

(2) What's Your bass Mass? /
Each'student weighs in cilia kilogram scale and writes her/his mass (weight) on a slip of
paper. All entries are totalled and posted with the date. (You may want, to compare this
total%with a new one in two monthS ' or after a class picnic.)

(3) What would be the mass f o r school's total student "body"? Should the total be

comparison with mass made.

The construction of models .boats, cars, animals, etc. as solid figure involves measuring,,,estimating,
proportion, area and related calculations:

Sixth Grade

With background of experiences in measurement outlined for the pf-Jious grades, students will be
prepared for wort involving abstractions that are, related to Measurements' :* Greater use of estimation;
graphs and tables that report recorded measures and graphs that portray related variables; applications
involving two-Yneaiuzes such as speed or''Velocity, and density.

Examples: Apollo X traveled at 39 897 km/h or 11.08 km/s. Determine an 11 km distance on the map
of our state to-yisualize the ground that would be passed over in a second at this rate.
,Trace 'the path that would be made in a minute.

9 , Water has 'a density of about 1'OOda`kg/m3. How could you express the density of wale!' in

'If
terms of a cubic decimeter? Check'lliis computation against tap Water weighed,in your/
classroom. What does one liter of tapLwater weigh? What would the Water weigh if yin] -
filled a vat that wat one cubic meter in size?,
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Students are Curious about names for greater and greater quantities as well as those that are
ipicroicopicallyi small. Introducing the prefixes mega-, giga-, tera-, micro-, nond-, and .pico-,can involve
work with decimigS, reading armerals., place value .and an appreciation for The use of scientific notation.

With the introduction of applications and increased familiarity with calibration, students will be ready
to beintroduced to additional instruments and their sped 4 uses: micrometers; calipers, bow calipers;depth

. gauges, clinometer- s, PraWactor4s and range finders. Dfmonstrations by people of the community who
4' 's ' actually use them is 'an added motivator. . ,

. .. ,-:, .
.

Transforming actual measurements to a drawing' via-z-sale and reading a scale drawing as well as
explaining it are:other asPects.of abstract activities for students: Formulas for:area and volume should be
more meaningful 'following' activities with the concrete
including those:that involve, the circle and T.

-00,000 =' 3 X 104 etc.)

,Exatnple:. Measure-nd record the .circumference of
.several circular disks (5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm,
20 cm, 25 cm in diameter).

This can be done by placing a string...,
around the dist and then measuring the
length of the string used with your meter,

,. stick. Now construct a graph of 'your
findingS. Label the y-axis CIRCUMFER-
ENCE, the x-axis DIAMETER. Is the
resulting' graph a straight line? Di 'Vide the
the circumference by the diameter for each

<point plotted. What is the quotient in each."
case? How do the quotients compare with
the value that you have learned:for7r?

l

Af
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VI.
Choosing Instructional Mat akarind Equipment
Measurement is best taught by measuring. Metric.mea rement is best taught by measuring in SI

units. This is an active, "hands on" approach to learning. Inst ctional resources are valuable assets to the
instructor.

BEWARE: The Market is being deluged with materials and equipment. There are many excellent.
materials; However, some are better than others and only the very best should be selected for purchase as
they will be used for many, many years. Prior to purchasing materials review them critically. 'Concern for
good metric usage is utmost when anyone reviews materials that students and teachers will be using in the
claisroOm. Cgpsiderations should be given (a) to the physical characteristics of the measuring devices to be
used, (clarity, resilienCe, accuracy); (b) to the appropriateness of written explanations and exercises; (c) to
the precision of diagrams. Here is a check' list. for measuring the value of instructional materials and
programs. An equipment check list is included on page 23.

Materials. and Programs Check List

1 'The materials use standard St 'units in a consistent manner. (See Tablts on. previous pages).

2 Metrication is integrated into lessons throughout the curriculum and Apt presented as an isolated
topic or limited to a single discipline.

3 Metric measures are made basic to all measurement activities. Conversion is de-emphasized in
later grades and non-existent in early grades. Where'conversion is necessary, it is dealt with
from a metric basis.

YES?

.

zit Measurement activities follow a develoPmental, sequence which reflects a genuine concern for
how and when children learn to measure:
(See the continuum on page 16)

5. The developme t of the concept ofimeasureMent is included in the suggested classroom tools
and written mat ia1s.

..

a. Non-numerical matching and coTparison
.b, Ordering
c. Appropriate language
d. Estimatibn

.4,,
e. Numerical relations and mapping
f. Pictorial representation use of scale drawings
g. -Calibration and use of instruments

Books in the following list are given as examples of materials which meet the criteria for selection.
They should serve as guides of what to look for.

1. A Metric Handbook for Teachers, Yack, et. al., Wayne-Westland Community Schotls, 646 N. Wayne
Rd., Westland, 'MI 48185.

2. Activities for Metric Measurement, MCTM Guidelines Committee for Quality Education, Monograph
11. H.L. Mourer, 2165 E. Maple Rd., Birmingham, MI 48008. Ready September, 1976,

3. ActiVlties for Thlaching the Metric-System, Vol. 1, 2, Rita Brey, 18750 Five Points, Detroit, VI 48240,
1976, $3.75 ea.

4. Activities Handbook for Teaching the Metric System, G.G. Bitter, J. L., Mikesell, K. G. Maurdeff,'
Allyn Oilacon Inc., Longwood DiviSion, Rockleigh, N. J. 07647, 1976, $11.95.

5. Amusements in Developing Metric Skills, Alice Clack and. Carol Leitch, Midwest Publications, P.O.
Box I29, `Troy, MI 40)84, $4.25.
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6. Cheap Metric. Equipment, Activities and Games, Donald Buckeye, Midwest Publications, (address
above), $3.95

7. Going Metric: Guidelines for the Mathematics Teacher, Grades K-8, W: W. Lefflin, National Council.
of Teachers of Mathematics, 1906 Association Dr., Reston, VA 22091, 1975, 48 pp., $1.50,

8. HaPpy -Metrics I (Primary), II (Intermediate), Blaine and Nelson, Scott Resources Inc., 1900 E.
Lincoln, Box 2121, Fort Collins, Colorado 80522. $14.95 ea., $9.95 ea. without three.:ring binder.

9. Pm OK, You're OK, Let's Go Metric, D. Buckeye, Midwest Publications, (address in #5 above),
$4.50.

10. Let's Play Games in Metrics, George L. Henderson, L.D. Glunn, National Textboa Co., 8259 Niles
Center Rd., Skokie, III. 60076, $6.50.

11. Mathematics, Geer 8t, Geer, Modern Math Materials, 1658 Albemarle Way, Burlingame, California

94010.

12. Metric Handbook for Teachers, J. L. Higgins, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1906
Association Dr., Reston, VA 22091, 144 pp., $2.75.

13. Metric Measurement Activity Cards, MCTM Guidelines- Committee for Quality Education,

Monograph #4, (See address in #2 above), $2.00.

14. Thinking Metric, Thomas and Marilyn Gilbert, John Wiley and Sons, inc., 605 Third Ave., Ne rk,
NY 10016,1973, $2.95.

World of Metric, Odegard, Sharon E., Gran & Co., 450 W. Alganguin Rd., Arlington Heights, ILL.
60005.

YES? Equipment Checklist

1 Is the measuring device accurately calibrated? Many suppliers will have information available on
the standards to which their equipment is, produced. Compare calibrations.

Example: Place meter sticks of two different manufacturers side by side and check that both

beginning and ending calibrations agree.

2 Are calibrations permanent or are they apt to wear off (or get scratched off) in a short periodof
time?

3 Is the device durable?'Can it withstand the "rigors of child use? Drop it. Squeeze it. Test it.

Example:' Styrene, although inexpensive, has a tendency to, shatter. Some manufacturers have
stopped using styrene for thiS" reason.

4 Does the measuring device fit the use it is being purchased for?

Example:' Thermometers with a range of -10 °C to 50 °C cannot be used to find the temperature
of boiling water.

5. (Liquid Containers) Children hesitate to fill containers to the top /with' liquids. Therefore,
calibrations should not be made to the very top.

6 Is the device appropriate for the children who will be working with it

xample: An analytical balance might not be appropriate for early elementary children,
however, a simple balance beam might be appropriate.

s it, easily repaired? Are parts available?

Example: One. of the most expensix .,ieces of equipment districts will purchase is a pan
balance. Replacement pans n'j Darts, which might be broken or lost, should be easily -
replaced.

111
8 Is it attractive? Will children want to pick it up and play with it?,

9 Can it be used for many applications? Are instructions included?
23.
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49' VII.
A Minimal List of, Metric Equipment and Materials

Quantity

.41

Kindergarten -- Third Grades

8 Combination meter sticks

5 Meter sticks scaled only in meters

5 Meter sticks scaled only in decimeters

5 Meter sticks scaled only in centimeters

6-8 Flexible tapes (150 cm long, scaled in centimeters)

1 Ten-meter tape scaled in meters and centimeters

30 30 cm rulers scaled in centimeters. (Should measure
from the end of the ruler).

10 ; Celsius thermometers (range at least -30 °C to 110 °C).
(Calibrations should be in 2 °C divisions;

2 sets Metric weights including a kilogram weight. (Metal,
plastic or a combination of these). ,

Tan balances 4

1 Metric bathroom scale metric units only preferred

2-3 'Liter, containers, (plastic)

Horne Made
Alternative

Page #'s

27

27

27.

27

27

27

no alternative

no alternative

29

30

no alternative

31.
The items in this list have been lieterminecl.to be minimal, based on the equipment necessary for instruction of the MDE Minimal
Metric Performance Objectives. Quantities aloe based on those quantities deemed necessary 1,3r a, unit containing a single
kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd grade, and 3rd grade.
Ideas for the construction of home made equipment 'might be used can be found on pages 27-33.'

Quantity

15 Meter sticks (sctled in centimeters)

30 30 cm rulers 'scaled' in.millimeters

' 30. Square centimeter transparent grids (at least 10 cm x 10 cm)

1 000 Cubic centimeter blocks plastic, weighing one gram

1 Celsius Room Therthmeter (wood back preferred)

30

Fourth Sixth Grades

.
24

'Home Made
Alterriative

Page #'s

27

no alternative

made of
transparencies

no alternative

no alternative

OD.



3 Celsius dipping thermometers

10 Celsius therm' Ometers (range at least 30 °C to 110 °C)
Calibrations should be in 2 °C divisions.,

6-8 Flexible tapes (150 cm, scaled in oentimeters and milIi*meters).

.1° 10 Meter tape scaled in centimeters

1 50 Meter tape scaled in centimeters
_

5-6 ,Pan Balances

Ream Square centimeter graph paper Or Duplicator Masters
for such paper.

1 Metric bathroom scale. Metric only preferred.

set. Containers for liquids (I/, 500 m 1, 250 m / as a minimum)

1 Dissectible Liter Cube (Cubic Decimeter)

10 100 m 1 graduated cylinders scaled in at least 10 m / divisions.
(Soft plastic preferred):

Quantity

5 Meter sticks scaled in centimeters

30 .30 cm rulers scaled millimeters

30 Square cenkimeter transparent grids (at least 10 cm x 10 cm') . . ...

.140

Seventh Ninth Grades
4

000 CUBIC 'centimeter blo s (plastic 'one tliat weigh
.

one. gram preferr -

Celsius. BO:fir th4rMoineter\iwSiftclt.*-pi.et8rred)-'''7w:

10' Celsius Ifie,Cri,Siket.erS Value; at )east -.-3a07`;:i&Aidt)
, .

6-8/ Flexible tapes: (150 cm scaled to c Te'tog's
.

1 50 meter tape scaled in centnneters.

Ram Square centimeter graph paper or a ,duplinat r
for such paper

1 set Containers for liquids (I 1, 500 m I, 250 m 1 as a minimum)

1 Dissectible Liter Cube (cubic. decimeter)

10 100 m 1 graduated cylinders (scaled in an least 10 m 1
, divisions) soft plastic preferred

25

31

no alternative
. ,

no alternative

. 27

27

27

30

30

31

no alternative

no alternati;e

Home Made
Alternative

Page #'s
..

21

27

made of
transparencies

no alternative
4,

40 atternative.
t., ')abi , -

no alternative
, . ,..,4 -.;

27

7

3 t :

no alternative

no, alternative



VIII:
A Desirable List of -Metric Equipment and Materials

Kindergarten Third Grades
Quantity

2 Trundle wheel (with clicker, preferably free-turlaig in either direction)

1 Height measuring device (a "fancy" device). Should be
inexpensively printed height chart .in each classroom.

1-2 50 Meter tape. (scaled -in meters and -centimeters)

2-3 Bucket balance

.1 set Cuisenaire Rods (classroom set, in individual containers)

Quantity

1

2-3

f

Fourth Sixth Grades

supplemented with a home-made or

Cubic meter (could be just clips in which to insert meter sticks).

Spring scales (at least 1 with at least 100 g divisions).

Height measuring device (a "faricy" device). Should be supplemented 'with a home-made or
inexpensivelY printed' height chart in each classroom. -

2 each 500 ml and 1 000 ml graduated cylinders (Soft plastic).

Seventh -- Ninth Grades
Quantity

2-3 Metric Calipeis inside and outside with spring lock (scaled in centimeters and millimeters).

1 Metric bow calipers (stale on base).

1 Metric depth gauge. May be incorporated on calipers.

1 Surveyor's,chain. (Metric dimensions).

30 Geoboards

Other Useful Items

4

'I. 5 ml plastic spoons.

2. Weighmix scale. A kitchen scale which can be reset to zero.

3 50 ml medicine cups. Obtainable _from hospital- supply house.

4. Self-adhesive tape marked in centimeters.

5. Paper tape. Adding machine tape will serve well.

6. Metric spoon set. I,'2, 5, 15, 25, m/ spoons.

7. Geoboards.
NW

26

32
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IX:
,Metric Equipment and Materials kr Can Make

Measuring Sticks
A school shop class can cut strips of wood (pine) which can be labelled, appropriately.

dew,. I in I drn C

Accuracy:4. Total length 2' rim at the k-3 level.

2. Decimeter and Centimeter markings should be within I mm.

Hint: ti se a commercial meter stick to determine the locations of the calibrations.

Distance' Measures
Metric tape meastires can be constructed of manly materials. A list Of some of'the materials which are

frequently used follow:

A Drapery tape: This material can be torn lengthwise to make several tapes.

2,'"Adding machine tape.

3. Scrap ends of window shades.

4: Summer lounge chair plastic. webbing.

, The above materials can be calibrated. Purchase one tape to use as a guide. If no intermediate,
calibrations are necessary, string or ,rope knotted at the end points may be all you V.

...,11.1

Ropes can also be knotte
colored tape to make rugged t

s

Ropes
every 20 or 30 centimeters, or marked with a felt pen or wrapped with
Is.

27



Trundle Wheel
- Trundle wheels are fun te2 make and to use for measuring hallways, playgrounds, classrooms and

other big distances. Sine the distancefthe wheel rolls is what is measured, the circumference of'the wheel
is iinpoetant. To make a one,meter- trundle wheel the diameter should be 31.8 centimeters. Make a mark or
put a piece of tape on the wheel to help in counting. Attach to a handle with a bolt; nut and.washer.

*6)

r

Surveyor's Chain
An interesting metric "surveyor's r..hain" can be mad&tpoin large diameter plastic drinking straws

(obtained, from hainburger stands, school cafeteria or supermarket). The straws should be trimmed in lgngth
\to a usable metric length, usqally 20 centimeters and strung on stout cord until a handy length is reached

'(say, 5 meters). Tie a short piece (2 cm) of the straw on each end to prevent the cord from slipping through
and leave a little slack in the cord so your "chain" bends easily between straws. If:you leave enough,extra
string, the whole thing can be folded into a very compact bundle and held with a'rubber band until needed.
This device is very nice for 'comparing perigleters and enclosed areas, or measuring lengths of arm span,
height to'the nearest 10 cm (by' markingAch straw in the middle) and other. intermediate distances.

28

34
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Weights
Larger weights ca be made quite successfully. Use a good pan balance and an accurate set of

weights. With the kn weight of one pan fill a

I. 35 ipm film container (up to 50 grams or so) or pill bottle

2. zip lock bag (up to A kilogram or -so) Or canvas bag

s3. potato chip or coffee can (more than one kilogram) ,

with lead shot, dry sand, screws, nuts, or bolts to make ,the4Cale balance. Most centicubes have a weight o
,

11j gram. Many drug stores and film processors will ;imply you with containers.

Smaller weights can also be made rather easily from scraps of paper or plastic milk' cartons. Bits of oil
base clay (plaS, doughs lose Water and change while dryihg) are also good.

The sirhplest proiledure .is to weigh a barge piece and then divide it into smaller pieces. For example, a
rectangle of plastic is (rimmed with a scissors until it weighs five grams, cutting it into five parts gives us
some one gram weights. These can be again into still smaller bits to make 100, 200, or SOO milligram
weights, LABEL"your weights with a marking pen and store in an empty film container or pill bottle.

10 grams
29
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Pan Balances
Remembeiing that a pau, balance consists of

(a) 2 pans or buckets ("ch with three supporting strands)

(b) a balance beam (some allowance for adjustment should be made)

(c)` a pivot

yo n design and consitnict your own balance. Three models are shown.
'

coat hanger
s-hooks
string
small dishes

Adjustment:
adjuseby bending
the hanger

-

Materials:
drilled metric ruler
bent paper cligs.
string
small dishes

Adjustment: -

adjust by Plac,Ing` tape
on the "light" end of the ruler

e
Materials:

t. wooden beam (hardwood)

2. Itshes, margarine, tubs, "Pair)? Queen"
dishes I
light chain3.

4. Small bolt long enough to ga through She
balance beam and the supporting board

5. iron wire or finishing nail for the pointer

6. copper wire -for balance beam adjustment

7. small screw eyes

8. lajge paper clips,/

30

Instructions:

1. Drill the balance beam just above its center
for the pivot and near each end for small
screw eyes.

2. Insert the screw eyes and wrap two twists
of copper wire around the, balance beam. ..
Attach the pointer directly under the pivot

v.3. Drill each dish and attach it to three pieces
of chain` (same length) with paper clips.
Attach the chains to the screw eyes with
paper ,clips. .

4. Mount the balance beam on the base with a
bolt through the beam and the base. Mount
it as illustrated.
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Hints for better operation:

(a) If the bolt is filed into a wedge where it contacts the beam, the balance N more sensiive.

,:(b) Be since that the pivot hole is drilled above the center.

(e) Do not "pinch" the balance beam.

Easy Bathroom Scale Conversions
Scales are Manufactured with dials of several types. The simplest one to convert is4a flat-diik type.

1'

.
1'. Peel back or Cut away the-nonslip covering on top of the scale. Usu'a trong springs hold the top in

place. Get somebody strong to pull these and release them fro their hold on the (op.

2. Lift off the top carefully and set it :aside.

3. Remove the dial plate and if is plain white, turn
Sheet of white paper over the.,Old dial.-

4. Reclibrate. Since 2:2 pounds equal! kilogranr,eleven p unds is five kilograms. Unless you can print
small, rucan calibrate with five kilogram. marks, making a mark. .,11, 22, 33,-44; 55, etc: pouqds. ,

- .

, ReplaCe thelop, threading those Str g springs looSely through the hols helps. Or tie a length' of strong
we to each spring to' get it thil gh the top.

a

er. K you can't use the back, glue a clean

Liter Containers ,

Several containers are very close to being one liter. Any container can be calibrated. provided a-,

'marked liter container is available. You might use:

1. liter sized soft drink bottles

2. a half gallon milk container cut off at twelve centimeters and marked at eleven centimeters

31
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3. a one pound coffee can

.4.. a thirty-two -ounce automobile oil can (is smaller than one liter).

Area Measures
There, are many ways of familiarizing children with area meamires. The foilowing are a few materials

-that have been used successfully.

1. A square meter cut from pl stic, oil cloth or kraft piper.

2. Square decimeters cut from plastic board, vinyl. floor tile, or masonite.

3. Square centimeter paper grids or transparent grids.

4. Tape on, the floor or wall to illustrate the size of a square meter.

32



The Cu is Deciinetert
_One. Thousand Cubic Centimeters

. Use two strips of oak tag, 10 cm wide and 42 cm long. Measure, score and fold at 10 cm intervals.
Use the"rernaining 2 cm for a flap to glue or tape to the opposite end of tilt strip to make a hollow box witb
no' top or bottom.

C

Fit one hollow box into the other to make a six-faced cube that is one cubic decimeter or the caNcity
of a liter in size:

Use the model to compare with a cubic centimeter cube and a cubic Meter made of meter sticks/
When not is use, remove inner sleeve, flatten each one and(stort for future use.

OptiOnal:

(1) Cut a square 10 cm x 10 cm from centimeter grid paper to cover one or more of he six faces.

(2) Make one'hollow box. Fit the other strip \inside-twithout gluing tfte.flap. Tape or glue the inner box to
the .touter one to make a box with a lid).

(3) Line the box with a plastic bag and use to measure the weight of a liter of water.

Diameter Gauge
The diameter gauge is 'used for measuring internal diameters of objects up to 15 centimeters.

iSem
i4e.m
Den,
um"
tiem

roe.
qt*.
San
1C111

6tsi
Sam

4e.
Imo
;an
I

RIGHT
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Appendix A

Metric Activities and Games
4.7
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METRIC SAILING

,c

Using a centimeter ruler measure each segmentto the nearest 0.5 cm: Then ade in each area that .

contains ah answer. The first one is done.

Segment AB is 3 cm

Segment BC is cm

Segment CDis cm

Segment DE is cm

Segment EF pis cm

Segment FG is cm

Segment GJ is cm

Segment JK. is
eTin

Segment KF is cm

Segment IDis cm

Segment .HI is cm

Segment LM is cm

Segment HMis _cm

I0

4.5

0.5

ta

7
_1

16.5

15.5

tAt 95

10.5

19

14 7

13.5 E 14.5

5".5

3.5 5

6.5 .

1.1

4

16

1.5

13.5

9

2.5

1.3

11.5 7.5

Contributed by Dr, Donald-,Buckeye and Midwest Publications
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MATCH-UP 2,

This is a game of challenge. It can be played by an individual or by two individuals working together.
The game is played with 9, 16, or 25 cards. Each card has a unit and a value on each-edge of the card. 43

The object of the game is to match edges which are equivalent. Examples: 1.2 kg and 1 200 g, 1 200
m / and 1.21, 1 in and 100 cm, 30 cm and 3, dm.

f> f- .

When the puzzle has been completed all edges must be opposite and equivalent.

1.2 ml

L. 200 g 1.2 kg

1.200 ml

1 cm

3.3 kg

I.m

'So- rnm

100 cm

5 cm

o

4.2 m

..

1 1

1m

1 100n11

4 000 g

10 m

,

.50 cm

10 mm

-
1,2 1m

i cm

4.2 m

3.3 kg

o

.3 m

4 kg

,300 mm

12 dm.

0.3 m

..

1.4 cm

1 200 m

4 dm

10 mm

40 Cm

3 300 g

.

I

9 cm

. ,2 cm
4

90 mm

100 cm

10

30 cm
3 dm

MATCH-UP contributed by Project Metric, Wayne-Westland Community Schools.

/
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FLEX-A-MATCH
This is a metric, equivalence game for two or more persons. It is very similar to MATCH-UP. One

player serves as .the score keeper. The score keeper reads aloud a phrase for which the other players find an
equivalent phrase which has been printed on their flexago-n. The first player to find the equivalent phrase
earns 1 point. If an incorrect phrase is offered as an equivalent, 1 point is deducted from the person's score.

Score Keeper's List Equivalents to Place on the Flexagon

1 l
., 1 000 ml or 1 de or 1 000 cm'

1 km 1 000 m or 10 000 dm
1 drn 10 cm or 100 mm ..

37 °C
0

Body temperature
,

.100 °C Water boils
20 °C .-- 40 °C Room temperature
0 °C Water freezes
30 °C Let's go swimming
32 cm 320 mm or 3.2 dm or 0.32 m
Weiglit of 11 of water at

approximately 4 °C I kg or I. 000 g
1 m' 1 000 dm' or 106 cm' or 10 9 km'
Approximate mass of a nickel 5 grams
Approximate area of a postage stamp 6 ciri2
Approximate diameter of an aspirin I cm
Approximate height of a door '2 m
kilo , 1 000
hecto 100

deci , 0.1
centi - 0.01
milli 0.001

1. FOld adding machine tape as:

FLEXAGON MODEL

2. Fold under along the dotted line.

3. Fold over along the dotted line

. Fold along the dotten line and behind the other end triangle. (Glue the two end triangles together.

The flexagon can be "flexed" by squeezing two, adjacent triangles together and pushing the opposite
vertex to form a 3-pointed star.' Flexing the flexagon reveals another set of six triangles. There are three
sets of six triangles,' therefore, eighteen sets of equivalences can be used on each flexagon.
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Appendix B
A Brief History of Metric Measurement and Legislation
A,. Early Measurement

. Early systems of measurement made use of arbitrary (but often descriptive) units of measure. Max of
these, such as the cubit, hand, foot, pace, inch, were based on parts of the body. Others, such as the
pound, were based on 'common objects. As such, .these measurement "systems"' had no 'common
relationship connecting different units. In fact, at first everyone used her/his own foot as a measure. Trade
ultimately led to the need for standard units. To convert from standard units to other standard units one had
to remember many special numbers or "convensi9n factorS".

B. Major Measuring Systems
r.

As civilization advanced, the crude early measures were incorporated in Measuring systems.n more
modern times there have been two measurement systems of major importance. The English (Imperial)
System developed in Britain. It was based on early English and Roman units and its use spread, with some
modifications, throughout the British Empire. The other major system, the Metric System, was invented by
French scientists to replace the large number of systems and local measureA in France at the time of the
French Revolution.

C.. History of the Metrk. System

In 1670,'Gabriel Mouton suggested a system of measure based on\ten, with the basic unit of length a
specified fraction of the length of a great circle on the earth. He called his fundamental unit of length a
metron.

In 1789-90 meetings, the French Academy proposed the metric system based on Mouton's ideas. The
system was based upon the meter which was defined as one ten-millionth of the distance from the North
Pole to the Equator, on the meridian passing through Dunkirk, France, and near Barcelona, Spain. (The

' actual measurement was sightly in error.)

The gram was established as the fundamental unit of mass. It was the weight of one cubic centimeter
of water at four degrees, Celsius and at standard Sea-level pressure:

The metric system was introduced for use in France in 1797. The people did not adopt it rapidly, and
Napoleon rejected it. The metric system was reintroduced into trade and commerce in 1837. In 1840 the
French government -made the use of the metric system compulsory. Soon, use of the metric syster
particularly for scientific work; spread rapidly. In 1857 the Treaty of the Meter was adopted by seventeen
nations, including the United States. This treaty set up international standards for the meter and kilogram,
established The International Bureau of Weights and Measures, and prepared prototypes of the standard
meter and standard kilogram.

In 1960 the meter was redefined in terms of a particular wavelength of ionized krypton-86 gas, thus
providing an accurate and easily reproducible standard. Also at this time, the International System of Units
(Systeme International d'Unites), or the SI metric system was established. The seven fundamental SI units
are: the meter, for length; the kilogram, for mass; the second, for time; the ampere, for electrical current;
the kelvin, for temperature; the candela. for luminous intensity; the mole, for amount of a substance.
9

, D. Metric Legislation in the United States

In 1790 Thomas Jefferson recommended the adoption of a decimal system of measurement with the
fundamental unit the length of an iron rod which, when used as a pendulum, would take one full swing in
two seconds. He retained the English ngnes for units, but changed their sizes to conform with his system.
However, Jefferson was unsuccessful in getting Congress to accept his plans.
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In 021 John Quincy Adams, acting on earlier suggestions from President Madison, published his
classic, Report Upon Weights and Measures, in which he set forth the advantages and disadvantages of
both the English and metric systems1of measure. However, he recommended that for practical reasons, this
country continue to use English units.

In 1866 Congress acted to allow the legal use of the "weights and measures of the metric system" in
the United States. In 1875 the United States signed the Treaty of the Meter and, as a result, received
Prototype kilogram masses and meter bars. In 1893 Congress acted Co make the metric system the legal
standard for length and mass. This meant that the yard would he defined in terms of the -meter and the
pound i,n terms of the kilogram.

(During the first half of the 20th Century there were several attempts to have metric measure used in
the United States. However, these attempts were futile. The first act of Consequence was in 1%8 when the
U.S. Congress authorized a three-year metric study which recommended, in 1971, that the United States
set up a coordinated national prograin for change to the predominant use of the metric system. The most
recent legislative activity is the National Metric Conversion Act of 1975.

E. A summary of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975

President Ford, on December 23, 1975, signed into law "The Metric Conversion Act of 1975" (P.L.
94-168), thus ending twelve years of congressional,debate as to whether and how the United States Should
convert to the metric system.

The. President's action followed final congressional clearance of H.R. 8674. This bill, which had
passed the House on September 5, 1975 was cleared by theSenate with amendments on December 8, 1975.
The House agreed to the Senate version without amendment ,or debate on' December 11, 1975.

As signed, the Metric Conversion Act of-t973 declares a national policy of coordinating the increasing
use of the metric system in the United States and establishes a U.S. Metric Board to coordinate the
voluntary conversion to the metric system. The bill does not make conversion to the metric system
compulsory, nor does it declare that the metric system shall be adopted as the sole system of measurement
in the'United States. Instead, the legislation establishes a `mechanism for coordinating conversion and for
'assisting those sectors of society or the economy which voluntarily decide to convert.

A major. segment of the bill establishes the U.S. Metric Board tio, devise and implement a
l'>1 compreherisive program of planning and coordinating the increased use of the-metric system. This Board is

to include seventeen members, appointed by the President with -the advice and consent of the Senate, and
representing the groups especially affected by the metric conversion: industry, small businesses, organized
labor, standards-making organizations, science, engineering, education, and the consumers.

The Metric Board has three major functions:

1. To develop a broad program of planning and coordination;

2. To conduct research and submit recommendations to. the Congress and the President on ways to
facilitate metric conversion;

3. To conduct a program of public education in the metric system at all levels to familiarize Americans
with the meaning and use of metric terminology in their daily lives.

Among the public information and education programs to be supported, the bill specifies that the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,' he Administrator of the Small Business Administration, and
the Director of the National Science Foundation confer with educators and state and local education
agencies, to insure that the metric system is included ii! the curriculum of the country's educational
institutions, and that teachers are. properly trained to teach the metric system. .In addition, the Board will
collect, analyze, and publicize information about the extent to which the metric system is being used. The
Board is also to conduct reasearch on any unresolved problems associated with the conversion. Subjects
that could be researched include the impact of metrication on workers who own their own tools, on small
business, or the national security.
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Appendix C
A Guide For Writing

Learning Sequences in Measurement
The following detailed sequences for learning to measure was developed by Dr. Edward Smith. jn

preparing specific lesson sequences and culericulum, the tasks and suggested activities should be helpful.

Task Description Sample Activity for Length

A. Perceptual Observation

1. Nonnumerical measurement
Given: a pair of objects

an observation procedure
"same" and "different"

Required: a same /different
judgment

2. Similarity subset formation
Given: a set of objects

an observation procedure*
a variable name
a subset criterion
(same/different)

Required: a subset of objects
meeting the given criterion

3. Ordinal discrimination
Given: a pair of objects

a comparative value
( er)

Required: the object described
by the given
comparative value

4. Extreme value s tionke
Given: a set o

an extreme value
(____. _est)

Required: the object described
by the extreme value

5. Directed seriation t-

Given: a set of objects
a variable name

Required: the set spatially
ordered according to
the warned variable

Present the learner with a pair of objects (identical
or differing only on length) and instructions for
observing length. Then ask, "Are these objects the

. same or diffe t?"

Present the learner with A set oft)bjects differing
only on length and instructions for observing
length.* Then say, "Pick out some objects which
have the same/different lengths."

Prl the learner with .a pair of objects differing
olflength. Then ask, "Which one is longer/.
shotter?"

Present. the learnei- with a set of objects differing
on length. Then ask, "Which one is longest/
shortest?"

Present the earner with a set of objects differing
on length. Then say, "Put these in a row according
to their length."

Each procedure, including reference objects, should be given initially but may be required after sufficient practice.
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Task Description , , Sample Activity for Length

6. Directei,description I-Matching to
rbference objects
Given: an ob ct

a varla e name
an obser tion procedure*

Required: a value of the
variable which, describes
the object (in terms of
the reference objects)

7. Operational definition I
Given: a variable name
Required: a'standard procedure for assign-

ing values of the variable to
objects

'Numerical Measurement with Unit Objects

8. Matching to sets of, unit objects-
Given: an object

a variable name
a set of unit objects

Required: a subset of unit objects equiva-
lent to the object of the named
variable

9. Directed delcription II
Given: an o bject

a variable name
a measurement procedure*

Required:

Procedure

ProCedure

a value of the variable describ-
ing the object
a MatChing to arbitrary unit

objects
b -Matching to coinbine sets

of arbitrary unit objec

Procedure c Matching to ltets of stan-
e dard unit objects

Present the learner with an object and a set of
reference objects. Then say, "Describe the length.
of this object using this reference object."

Ask the learner to, "Describe a standard proce-
dure for determining the length of an object."
(Alternative "State an operational definition of
`length' ")

-Present the learner with an object and a set of
toothpicks. Then say, "Find a set of toothpicks
which has the same length as this object."
(Alternative unit objects should be used at
different times.)

Present the learner with an object and a set' of
toothpickS. Then say, "Describe the length of this
object using toothpick units. Find _out. how many
you can line up beside it." (Alternative unit
objects should be used at different times.)

a

Present the leirner with an object, a set of
toothpicks, and a set of thumbtacks. Then say,
-.Describe the length of this object using toothpick
and thumbtack units. Use as many toothpicks as
yc tu can and then as many thumbtacks as you
need." (Alternative unit objects should be used at
different times.)

abcbcbeibthecbcb

Present the learner, with an object and a set of
"cubic centimeter blocks." Then say, "Desdtibe
the length of this object using centimeter units."
(Alternative standard unit objects. should also be

'used, e.g. deciiffeter dowells or cuisenaire 10 rods.)
o-

* Each procedure, including reference objects, should be given initially but may be required after sufficient practice.
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Task Description Saniple Activity for Length

Procedure d = Matching to combined sets
of standard unit objects

Procedure e Estimation

10. Operational *finition II
Giyen: a variable name

an object (optional)
Required: a'standard procedure for assign

ing values of the yariable to
objects

C. Numerical Measurement with Instruments

11. Relative comparison
°Given: a pair of objects

a variable name
a measurement procedure (for an
uncalibrated instrument)

Required: a comparative value ( er)
appropriately applied to the
objects

12. Instrument calibration
Given: a set of unit objects

a measurement procedure (for an
1-uncalibrated instrument)

Required: an instrument calibrated in
units corresponding to the unit
objects

13. Directed description III
Given: an object
A a variable name

a measurement procedure*

Required: a Aule of the variable
describing the object

14. Operational definition III
Giyen:. a variable rime

an object (optional context)
-R quired: a standard procedure for assign-

ing values of the variable
objects

Present the learner. With an object, a set ,of
decitheter dowells, and a set of cubic centimeter !
'blocks. Then say, "Describe the length of this
object using decimeter and centimeter. units."

'Present the learner with an object. Then say,
"Estinte the length of this object using centime-
ter units:"

Present the learner with an object. Then say,
"Describe a standard procedure for determining
the length of an object." (Alternative "State an
operational, definition of 'leng ")

Present the learner with a pair of objects differing
on length and an uncalibrated ruler. Then say,
'!Compare the lengths of thestobjects by labeling
their lengths on this rulei.

a .

Present the learner with a set of cubic centimeter
blocks a d an uncalibrated ruler. Then say,
"Cali rate thi ruler in centimeters by labeling the
length of different numbers of centimeter unit
Objectik."

Present the learner with an object and a ruler
calibrated in centimeters- and millimeters. Then
say, "Describe the length of this object in
centimeter and millimeter units using this ruler."_ -

Present the learner with an object. Then say,
"Describe a standard procedure for determining
the length of an object." (Alternative "State an
operational definition for :length'

The task descriptions remain the same for the otigr measures: area, volume, weight (mass), force,
'liquid measure, angle and time. Similar tasks can be developed for temperature, though temperatures do, not
add in the same way as other measures. To generate a sample activity for another measure substitute the
name of the measure, for example. "area" for "length" in the activities in .the table4:

A procedure including the instrument and units should be given initially. The units and selection of instrifThiellt can be required after
sufficient practice."
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Appendix D
Aetivitiss to .Involve the Community

School personnel have an opportunity to assume positions of leadership in acquainting the community

as a whole with the movement'to metrics. We can 'co4erate with news media, business and industry to
develop.understanding.and appreciation, of the system as it begins to play a greater part in each person's
life. TeaChers with training and teaching assignments in mathematics and 'science are most apt to become
directly involved because of, the nature of the subject matter.

A list of suggested activities follows. No list can, be exhaustive but this may serve as a nucleus for
planning activities unique to your particular community's needs and interests.

Activities
0

1. Provide a sOeakers' bureau prepared with presentations and materials for local groups such as:
0

a. service clubs d. church/social groups
b. professional organizations e. YMCA, YWCA, 4-H
c.. PTAs f. Boy or Girl Scouts ..IP

2. Provide news releases, opportunities for pictures,-features and programs for the local papers, radio and
television.
a. Locally prepared, using staff and students.:
b. Materials distributed from national sources. \

3. Arrange for metric displays at local stores and malls, the library, lobbies of Board of Education, court
!rise, city hal , city auditorium or hotels, air, train or bus terminals.

494. A telephone "
k

t-line" during Metric Week to answer questions concerning metrics. .

5. Cooperate with entary and secondary physical education departments tb provide a Metric Field

Day in which all vents are measured metrically.. ,

6. AMetric Fair can combine games, displays and events with metric awareness Guess Your Weight
(in kilograms) to Centipede Races (in centimeters).

"'watch dogs" to do some c parati e shopping.
7. During, these years of transition, pro4 e a -consumer ,Orotection service with volunteers acting as

Examples: "Two liters of milk cost me 82 cents. Is that _a fair price if twd quarts cost 78 cents?"

2 qts 1.891
so

1.89 = 78 or fair price = 2 x 78

2 7 1.89

or 82.51

"If one pound of hamburger sells for $1.27, 1,vhalould I expect to pay for 500 grains?" (500 grams is

1.1 times a pound).

so a fair price would be 1.1 x 1.27 or $1.40

8. A Metric cooking spree: Make and Eat Workshop. With a gram scale, liter and milliliter measures,
Celsius thermometer for oven (if possible) convert some simple, quickly made recipes into metric
proportions. The people attring measure, mix and make, eat and enjoy! Cookies and punch make a

good combination.
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9. Tool up metrically with a make:and-take workshop for the handyman. Measure, cut out, bore holes,
fasten, paint and take home a bird feeder, shelf or bird house along with an introduction to metric tools,
Metric sizing and a blueprint in metric measures.

O. A series of in-service lessons keyed .to the needs of a particular-group: management level personnel of a
local industry, small business Issociations, production workers or trades 4roup.

Session 'I. The relationships of decimal systenv monetary system and metric system;
background,, conversion factors.

II. Production problems calculations, tools, machines, packaging, shipping.

III. Metrics for' specific occupations.

IV.Sessions for planhing or practice depending, on. situation.

11. A metric sewing bee: Make' and Wear Workshopl.

12. Use billboards, theater marquees, and posters to preSent Think Metric Tips.

13. Some enterprisina"sang People in one ichool district erected metric sigri posts along bus routes.

Metric Awareness Week
A Proclamation

WHEREAS, The Untied States and Canada are now adopting the metric system of measurement; and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

Today's childreti, as adults, will live in a largely metric world; and

It is the responsibility today of our sehools to educate their students for the future; and
at,

Parents should have an awareness and an understanding or their schools' metric program.

NOW, THEREFORE BE T RESOLVED, by the Washtenaw, County Public School District of Ypsilanti
and Eastern Michigan University's declaration that 29 March -.April 3, 7976 shall be designated Metric
Awareness Week.

*
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that each person shall be encouraged to develop and maintain an
awareness of the metric system where applicable in all phases of daily life.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands this twenty-seconcPday of March, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-six. and of the Independence of the United States of America the two
hundredth.

ts

Hon.
President, Public Schools

Hon
Superintendent,

Hon /
_fresident,
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Appendix E
Metric Resource People

Detroit Area:

'Leah Beardsley
11398 Minock
Detroit*- Michigan

Rita Brey
18750 Five Points

Michigan 48240

DOfilci Buckeye
Math Department
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48193

Al Ca-poferi
19720 Meier
St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48081

SCE Choate
2000 E. Hamond Lake Drive
BloOmfield Hills, Michigan 48013.

48228

Terry Coburn
Oakland Schools
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Pontiac, Michigan 48054

Theresa Denman
1862 Chipping Way
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48013

Mary Dinger
3240 N. Range Road
Port Huron, Michigan 48060

LaBarbara Gragg
1700 Kales B ilding
76 Adams
Detroit, Michigan

Petronella Hiehle
2815 Ridgecliffe
Flint, Michigan 48504

Betty Hildebrand.
Fi:anklin Jr. Hi: chool
33565 Annapoli
Wayne* 'Michi n 48184

226
1

Dave Johnson
747 Skynob Dri e4Ann Arbor, Mic igan 48105

Otherie.Love
18562 Wexford
Detroit, Michigan 48234

Ron Moscow
1100 Surrey Heights
Westland, Michigan 48185

Gail Nordmore
18975 Wildemere
Detroit, Michigan 488

Sally Ross
23812 Cherry Hill
Dearborn, Michigan 48124,

Al Shuite
Oakland I.S.D.
2100 Pontiac Lake .Road.
Pontiac, Michigan 48054

Toni' Yack
, Westland Community Schools'

646, N. Wa)kne Road
Westland, Michigan 185

Valerie Gniewek
11030 Burlington
Southgate, Michigan 48195

Kathy Savage
646 N. Wayne
Westland, Michigan 48185

Charles Schloff
5870 Gold view Dr.
Dearborn, Michigan 48127

Ann Fields
103 Human Ecology
M.S.U.
E. Lansing, Michigan 48823

Jean Grey
Saginaw Public Schools
550 Millard
Saginaw, Michigan 48607

Mary KMman
South Inte mediate School
2'24 North Elin,
Saginaw, Michigan 48602

Dennis Kelly
'3943 Bauer Drive, # 9
Saginaw, Michigan 48604

Bruce Mitchell
115 Erickson Hall

E. Lansing, Michigan 48824

Frank Rogers
Math Consultant
Cedar-Holmes Building
Lansing4, Michigan 48910

0

Mark Straubel
311 Bailey
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

'Lauren Woodby
Math Department
M.S.U.
E. Lansing, Michigan 48824

Mid-Michigan
Area:

Julian Brandou
E 37 McDonel Hall
M.S.U.
E. Lansinir Michigan 48823

.,,PegBrown
Holt Public Schools
1874 Sehoolcraft z
Holt, Michigan g842
Rose Burleson
2513 Wood St.
Midland, Michigan 48640

45

Perry Lanier
201 Erickson
MSU
East Lansing, MI 1 48824,

Dafyl Hihireth
2434 Straup Road
Jasper, Michigan 49248

Richard Werstler
Adrian College
Adrian, Michigan 49221

Carl Naegele
E37 McDonel Hall
M.S.U.
E. Lansing, Michigan 48824

,
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Western Portion:

Roberta Bannister
4109-10 CrOoked Tree Road
Wyoming,' Michigan 49509

41Cristine K. Clark
4243 Crooked Tree Road
Apt. 4
Wyoming, Michigan 49509

Patricia Dares!)
3,131 Creek Drive, S.E. #3B
Kentwood, Michigan 49508

Elsa L. Geskus
249 Alger S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

John Grimberg
6711 Eastern Avenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508

p.

Herb Hannon
Math Department
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008

Lou Henkel
W. Ottawa Middle School
3700-140th Avenue
Holland, Michigan 49423

Phil 'Larsen
Western Michigan University
1105 Evert Tower
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

John Lindbeck
Center for Metric Education
Industrial Engineering Technology
Bldg.
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Michael Meyer
1344 Banbury, N.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505

A

Jack Musch'
Grand Valley Stare College,
Dept. of Math and Computer Science
Allendale, Michigan 49401

Vern Nyhoff- 0?.

West Michigan Christian
1212 Kingsley
Muskegon, Michigan 49442

Bill Oosse
5020' Garfield Road
Coopersville, Michigan 49404

44.
Bruce Pearson
3949-168th Averthe .

Holland, Michigan 49423

Mary Reed
1070, McAllister
Benton Harbor,

Jim 'Riley
Western Michigan University
Everett Tower
Math Department
Kalamazoo, Michigan, 49001

Joe Ryan
1427 Hope St.,
Grand Rapids,

Marion Saylor
2270 Mapleleaf
Grand Rapids,

Carole Smiley
6246 Pinta Ct.,
Grand Rapids,

Michigan 49022

S.E.
Michigan 49506

Terr., N.E.
Michigan 49505

S.E.
Michigan 49506

Upper Portion
of the Lower Peninsula:

Roy Hajek
319 Lee Point
Suttons Bay, Michigan' 49682

Larry Starr
Interlochen Arts Academy
Interlochen, Miphigan 4%23

Don Strouf 4
Manistee Senior High School
550 Maple Street
Manistee, Michigan 49660

Dianne Hewitt
Box 243, Rt. 4
Traverse City, Michigan 496$4

Don VanderJagt
Grand Valley State College
Dept. of Math and Computer Science
Allendale, Michigan 49401

Gerald Ikoltanski
2300 Rusro Road
Kent City, Michigan 49330

4
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Upper Peninsula:

John Van Beynen
Math Department
Northern Michigan University
Marquette, Michigan 49855

Dennis Rolando
1701 Barber St.
Bessemer, Michigan 49911
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MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION ,!!

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE OF COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW

The Michigan State Board of Education hereby agrees that it;will comply
with Federal laws prohibiting discrimination and with all requirements
imposed by or pursuant to regulations of the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Therefore, it shall be the policy of the Michigan
State Board of Education that .yo person on the basis of race, kcplor,
religion, ntional origin or ancestry,- age. sex, or. marital status shall be

against. excluded.from participation ih, be denied the benefits
of; or,be otherwise subjected to discrimination under..any federally funded

'program or activity for which the Michigan State Boa.rd of Education is
respongible or for which it 'receives federar financial assistance from the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. This policy of non-
discrimination shall also apply to .otherwise qualified)iandicapped
individuals. r
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